Making the Most of the Sovereign ESG Data Portal

Sovereign ESG Data Portal

The Sovereign ESG Data Portal has established itself as one of the most used data sources for sovereign ESG investing. Earlier this year, the World Bank relaunched the portal to better meet users' needs. It contains new and updated data sources, along with tools to dive deeper into each country's ESG profiles and features data stories that show how the data can be put to use. The data portal keeps evolving with research initiatives to fill data gaps and setting targets for sustainability-linked bonds.

Join us as we showcase the data portal features and capabilities and how sovereign ESG data can be incorporated into investment decision and financial analysis.

Related:

- Feature Story: World Bank Relaunches Sovereign ESG Data Portal, December 2022
**Video:** [Data for Better Investments: Sovereign Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Data Portal](#)

**Speakers:**

**Dieter Wang,** Sustainable Finance Specialist, Finance, Competitiveness & Innovation Global Practice, World Bank

Dieter Wang is a sustainable finance specialist at the World Bank's Finance, Competitiveness & Innovation Global Practice (GP). He first joined the Bank in 2018 and has since worked with different units, such as Environment & Natural Resources; Fragility, Conflict & Violence; Macroeconomics, Trade & Investment, and Development Economics. During his time, he has led and contributed to modelling efforts on sustainable finance, sovereign ESG, credit ratings, natural capital, and other financial/stochastic modeling tasks. He applies econometrics and machine learning to various datasets, ranging from financial Bloomberg data to geospatial satellite data, and likes to tell their stories with compelling visualizations. Dieter has a PhD in financial econometrics from the Tinbergen Institute/VU Amsterdam with an MPhil in economics from the Tinbergen Institute and a B.Sc. from the University of Tübingen. Previously, he held visiting positions at Columbia Business School and the research department of the Dutch Central Bank.

**Sophia Justine Logan,** Data Analytics Specialist, World Bank

Sophie Logan is a data analytics specialist with a focus on climate change issues at the World Bank's Finance, Competitiveness & Innovation Global Practice (GP). She contributes to research on sovereign ESG and leads a sovereign ESG data journalism effort. Sophie has an M.S. in computer science and public policy from the University of Chicago and a B.A. in economics from Bard College. Previously, she worked at Bloomberg and Morningstar.